The "Harry" Award

The Creative Dog Agility Award (Harry Award) is an award given to the most creative agility run, done by a Border Terrier, and submitted in that year. It does not have to be done that year. A creative agility run does not have to be qualifying or non-qualifying, but it must be amusing. It must be done when the dogs is (or is supposed to be) running a "real" run. The run can be at a trial (preferred), a match, or even in practice if in the handler and dog's minds they are doing a real run rather than an exercise. It is not an incident that happens to the dog, but something that the dog decides to do or react to on it's own. All stories must be submitted to the committee in some way and each year one will be chosen to win the award.

Send all submissions for the Harry Award to:

**Donna Sapp**

**1504 Jupp Road**

**Glen Burnie, MD 21060**

**Email: bordertr@aol.com or borderter@msn.com**